Reporting Municipality or Utility: Derby

Town where event occurred: Derby

Submitted by: Lindsay King

Phone number: 2037361475

Closest street address: Derby Ave

Weather conditions: Rain 3-4" per hour

Date and time event started: Tue Sep 25 19:00:00 EDT 2018

Date and time event ended: Tue Sep 25 20:57:00 EDT 2018

Location of bypass: Manhole

Type of bypass: Raw Sewage

Cause of bypass: Excessive Flows - Storm Event

How was event discovered? police

Estimated volume or quantity of bypass: 1,001 - 5,000 gallons

How was quantity determined? estimate

If reported, final volume or quantity: null

Did bypass reached a waterbody: Yes

Waterbody name: Housatonic River

Comments: Storm water from a brook flooded nearby Gilbert Street. The flood waters entered the sewers and caused an overflow out of the manhole on Derby Avenue.